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Disciplinary History for Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority (88880003)

Incident Date: 2020-10-16 Incident ID: 2020095901
Incident Summary:
Two underage members of Alpha Omicron Pi were intoxicated and transported
to the hospital on October 16, 2020. One was seen stumbling on E. 5th and was
uncooperative with police. One was found unresponsive in an unauthorized area
of the Wind Creek Casino. Casino staff members told police that there was a
group of women around the same age who had rented out several rooms at the
same time. A 3rd member was then found passed out and non responsive on
5th Street shortly after police left the casino. 

Respect for Community (General)
Respect for Self A1 (Unauthorized Consumption, Distribution, or Possession)
Respect for Self B1 (Unhealthy Consumption)
Respect for Community O1 (Organizational failure to seek medical attention)
Respect for Community J1 (Encouraging Others)
 
Deferred Dissolution -- Effective: 2020-11-10 to 2021-05-31
Disciplinary Probation (Corporate) -- Effective: 2021-05-31 to 2021-12-31
Additional Sanctions/Stipulations
* The information that your national office provided concerning there plans for
Lehigh University's Alpha Omicron Pi Chapter are well thought out and seem to
be well suited to improving the overall operations of the chapter. Alpha Omicron
Pi is required to report regularly to the Office of Fraternity and Sorority Affairs on
the specifics of those plans and the progress that the chapter is making to fulfill
their obligations to their plans.

Incident Date: 2019-11-19 Incident ID: 2019272602
Incident Summary:
During the Mr. Mountain Hunk event, a student intentionally poured yellow paint
all over himself, damaging the stage, stage drapes, carpet, floor, and some
spots on the wall/columns. Several members of the sororities who planned this
event knew that this was going to be taking place. This event was cosponsored
by Alpha Gamma Delta and Alpha Omicron Pi. 

Respect for Property A1A (Vandalism)
 
Disciplinary Warning
Additional Sanctions/Stipulations
* The Chapter is required to meet with representatives from the University and
the other parties involved and come to an agreement on how the University will
be reimbursed for the damaged.



Incident Date: 2019-03-23 Incident ID: 2018383303
Incident Summary:
The chapter provided alcohol to their new members on big/little night, which was
held over a month after it was planned to be as stated in the approved New
Member Education plan. 

Respect for Self A1 (Unauthorized Consumption, Distribution, or Possession)
Respect for Community I1B (Social policy - 1.D.11.a - Irresponsible Distribution
of Alcohol)
Respect for Community J1 (Encouraging Others)
Respect for Community I1 (Posted Rules and Regulations)
 
Disciplinary Probation (Corporate) -- Effective: 2019-04-25 to 2019-12-31
Alcohol Free Status
Educational Sanction  1
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